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Public Sports park

Skate Park

Public toilets (5)

Playground

Meadows

Meadows

“Meadows are planted around the square and 

swimming zones as well as around pavilions to 

support diverse plant and animal species the bio-

diversity that is essential for the overall health and 

resilience of the ecosystem.”

“The kiosk is conceived as an independent selling 

point and is the base of the lake tower. It is a more 

informal option for  people who would rather sit in-

dependently around the square or that are visiting 

the cinema pavilion, built by railings and benches 

taken from the old ferry.”

Restaurant

Yacht/Sailing school

New  barbecue terrasses

Cienema pavilion &  Lake tower
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—Swing—

—Lake view—

—Mountain view——Rest—

—Open air—

the pavilion is build from railings from the old ferry 

it is dedicated to play and situated at the perfect spot to gaze at the fi elds and the lake 

while taking a swing 

the facade of the tower is build from structural elements from from the old ferry’s ceilings.

opposed to it’s sister tower on the other side of the shore it is dedicated to the lake.

it blocks the view of the surroundings only to reveal it at the top.

the pavilion uses the stairs from the old ferry as well as the window frames.

wood is added to support the structure. It blocks the surroundings and frames a large 

view towards the mountains and smaller view towards the lake throught the windows

the pavilion uses the window frames from the old ferry as well as columns.

this tower is dedicated to nature and off ers a place to rest, drink water and eat for migrat-

ing  birds throughtout the seasons 

the pavilion uses the old ferry benches and part of it’srailing for the screen construction.

it is not only a place to entertain but also a place that off ers the opportunity for the 

community to gather, interact and create and experience art together

“Embracing the village’s policentricity, we envisioned 

four additional peak points scattered throughout the 

area. These smaller towers are dedicated to celebrat-

ing diff erent aspects and attributes of the village, 

thoughtfully placed to guide visitors on a captivating 

journey.”

A divergent new road would allow for 

the city centre to be car free therefore 

welcome more people to walk throught 

and spent time there. 

A paved street with the same pattern or colour 

throughtout the shore, main road,connecting 

roads, and city centre would automatically 

force vehicles to slow down and signal spacial 

continuity to bypassers.
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1. Restaurant

2.Kitchen

3.Workshop/Offi  ce

4.Storage

5.Toilets

6.Laundry

7.Refuse collection 

point

a. Multifunctional 

room Yacht school

b. Workshop/Offi  ce

c.Storage

d. Toilets

Cinema pavilion Lake view Tower

Life size Chess board

Trampolins

“The new coast square strives to cater to a 

diverse array of activities and attractions, 

satisfying physical and spiritual needs for 

as many people as possible. Throughout 

the project, we sought to enrich experi-

ences of sports, culture, history, and lei-

sure while preserving and respecting the 

existing built and natural environment.”

“With the belief that sometimes doing less 

can yield more profound results, we see 

architecture’s potential to shape spaces, 

experiences, and minds during the ongo-

ing environmental crisis. By harmonizing 

thoughtful interventions with the site’s 

intrinsic beauty, we envision a space that 

nurtures community spirit and ecological 

harmony.”


